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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes I Hear NY3D, a project for capturing and reproducing 3D soundfields in New York City.  First 
order Ambisonic recordings of various locations in Manhattan have taken place, to be used for both aesthetic and 
informational purposes. The collected data allows for the creation of high quality, fully immersive auditory 
soundscapes that can be played back at any periphonic speaker array configuration through real time matrixing. 
Binaural renderings of the same data are also available for more portable applications. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Urban 3D Recordings 

For the past year, the Immersive Audio Research Group 
at NYU’s Music and Audio Research Laboratory has 
been in the process of recording, cataloguing, and 
reproducing 3D Ambisonic recordings and noise levels 
of New York City’s urban soundscape. These 
recordings have been integrated into a user application 
for sound cartography, allowing a listener to enter the 
immersive sonic environment presented by different 
geographic positions within the city. 

During this process it became clear that to distinguish 
the sounds of different locations, it would be useful to 

have calibrated data rather than an arbitrary volume 
control so that the relative changes in noise levels 
between locations are preserved. In addition, an 
interactive user interface allows a listener to navigate 
along a map of Manhattan and engage with different 
parts of the city. 

1.2. Goals 

The goals of this project serve both aesthetic and 
informational needs in an industrialized city where the 
sonic atmosphere is an integral part of the urban 
experience for first-time visitors or long-time New 
Yorkers. Aesthetically, high quality on-site 3D 
recordings allow the immersive soundscapes of many 
iconic Manhattan locations to be experienced virtually 
anywhere in the world through either multichannel or 
binaural reproduction. Putting many of these recordings  
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together through an interactive user interface allows an 
additional aesthetic layer of combining different areas in 
terms of their relative spectral and spatial content.  

From a more utilitarian point of view, this project 
allows a listener to gain real auditory knowledge of a 
city virtually without ever having visited it. The 
extensive noise level measurements made alongside 
these recordings allow multichannel reproduction 
environments to reproduce the audio at the same  
average sound pressure level (SPL) present during the 
recording. In addition, this audio and noise level 
information provides useful data for further 
investigation using computational audio processing 
techniques for source detection or the calculation of 
audio feature vectors. 

2. BACKGROUND 

2.1. Cataloguing Soundscapes 

Due to the transient nature of sound, there have been 
various approaches in the past for recording sonic 
environments in such a way as to preserve the unique 
soundscapes of culturally and sonically significant 
locations. These methods include recording the 
impressions of listeners along discrete subjective 
dimensions [1] or actually collecting measured or 
simulated acoustic impulse responses for given spaces 
[2]. Storing Ambisonic impulse responses in particular 
allows the preservation not only of time information but 
also spatial positions of sound reflections at a virtual 
listener’s location [3]. Some have seen Ambisonic 
encoding’s flexible output matrixing as a way to 
“future-proof” existing surround sound data while 
preserving information that may be useful for more 
sophistical output arrays at some point in the future [4].  

While these methods hold much promise for 
performance halls, churches, and some rural outdoor 
locations, the impulse response itself can only 
characterize a time-invariant acoustic system. Urban 
soundscapes can change greatly over the course of 
different seasons or even different times of the day. 
Background noise, which can be assumed to be near-
zero in most performance spaces, is continually shifting 
in character and loudness in cities, and this noise is in 
fact a large part of the urban soundscape experience. 
Because of this, impulse response-based systems are 
inadequate to characterize the street-level sonic 
perception of life in an industrialized city.  

2.2. Sound Cartography 

Over the past decade, applications allowing the virtual 
experience of looking around streets in urban 
environments have allowed a new way of experiencing 
these locations before visiting or indeed without ever 
visiting them at all. As is usually the case, the aural 
component of this experience has lagged behind the 
visual, but recently more applications have focused on 
Sound Cartography, the mapping of a space’s 
soundscape in addition to its visual layout.  

Some methods of Sound Cartography focus on merely 
visualizing sound data on top of other visual mapped 
layers using 3D and 4D animations to plot sound levels 
over time [5]. But since the auditory system is much 
better than the visual system at processing data in time, 
and given the auditory nature of sound perception, a 
multimedia environment incorporating actual sounds 
from the spaces being mapped provides a more 
complete impression of their soundscapes [6].  

Multimedia approaches vary in their apportionment of 
visual and auditory data: the CitySounds project in 
Melbourne, Australia incorporated non-3D sound 
recordings onto a 3D visual model of the city, allowing 
sound to inform a primarily visual medium [7]. To the 
authors’ knowledge, no project until now has achieved 
the opposite: visual augmentation of a primarily 3D 
auditory experience of an urban soundscape.  

2.3. Creative Applications 

Geographic sound data has enormous potential for the 
conveyance of raw information, but many projects have 
also explored using such data for creative ends as well. 
The Sonic City project uses a set of sensors on a user to 
create electronic music based on input from the user as 
well as (both sonic and non-sonic) inputs from the city 
itself [8]. The SoundExplore:Leeds project used a 
smartphone-based augmented reality platform to 
highlight the aural character of different parts of Leeds, 
UK by adding a layer of processed audio to be heard 
along with the sounds of the user’s specific location [9]. 
More broadly, some urban designers have now looked 
to creative methods for enhancing actual urban 
soundscapes through natural objects, loudspeakers 
playing recordings of natural sounds, and larger sound-
art installations [10].  
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3. METHOD 

In this section we describe the capture and reproduction 
process of the I Hear NY3D project. A discussion on 
how these steps generalize to other urban environment 
recordings and the challenges faced will follow.  

3.1. Capture 

3.1.1. Recording 

The audio recordings took place in areas across New 
York City. The recording spots were selected based on 
three criteria: geographic location, sonic content, and 
popularity. They were busy sites filled with people 
throughout the day, well distributed throughout 
Manhattan, with distinct auditory environments. These 
locations were: 

• Chinatown 

• Greenwich Village 

• Union Square Subway station 

• Times Square 

• Rockefeller Center 

• Central Park 

Recordings were performed using a Core Audio 
TetraMic. The TetraMic is a four-channel Ambisonic 
microphone carrying four cardioid capsules in a 
tetrahedral configuration, recording audio in the 
Ambisonic standard A-format. The TetraMic is smaller 
and more portable than the well-known Soundfield 
MKV microphone, but still has a relatively wide 
frequency response for recording outdoor locations [10]. 
The microphone was mounted on a stand at 
approximately 1.7 meters from the ground, and 
remained stationary throughout the duration of each 
recording. Recording lengths varied between 30 minutes 
and 3 hours. A SoundDevices 788T portable recorder 
was used to capture audio and supply phantom power to 
the TetraMic.  The data was stored in the 788T’s 
internal hard drive in 48kHz-24bit wav format.  

Noise levels were measured using the XL2 Sound Level 
Meter from NTi Audio. The XL2 provides continuous 
logging of multiple measures of sound pressure 
simultaneously. For our recordings we logged average 

and peak A-weighted and Z-weighted sound levels 
integrated over 1 minute intervals. This allowed analysis 
of overall sound pressure as well as subjective 
‘loudness,’ which is matched more closely by A-
weighted levels. 
 
More information about the recording process, the 
equipment and the example locations on a map, can be 
found at the I Hear NY3D project website or through 
the projects page on NYU’s Music and Audio Research 
Lab (MARL) website.  

3.2. Audio post-processing 

The described method of data collection resulted in long 
uncompressed audio recordings. In order to reduce the 
length of the data that needed to be processed, each 
Ambisonic A-format file was first edited to a shorter 
segment. The segment was either constituted by a 
contiguous region of the original recording, or multiple 
smaller sections that were cross-faded together. These 
edits were designed to be representative of the 
soundscape of each location, with respect to content and 
SPL. 

Upon segmentation, files were converted from A to B-
format for reproduction and analysis. Core Sound 
provides software and calibration files for each 
TetraMic that converts Ambisonic A-format files to 
various other formats, including B-format. The unique 
calibration files for the TetraMic were used to convert 
the audio segments to B-format for each location. Using 
this individualized calibration data improves the 
frequency response of the TetraMic  to +/- 2 dB from 30 
Hz—18.5 kHz [11]. 

 

3.3. Reproduction 

3.3.1. Multichannel 

The B-format audio can be matrixed to playback at any 
multichannel configuration. For the purposes of this 
project a SuperCollider script was used that could 
matrix each 4 channel audio segment into any 
periphonic speaker array. An example of the decoding 
can be seen in Figure 1, which holds the matrixing of 
the data to the 16 channel audio configuration of the 
Spatial Audio Research Lab at NYU. In the figure W, X, 
Y, Z refer to the omni, x, y, and z channels of the B-
format audio, respectively. Loudspeakers at the same 
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elevation as the listener are shown in red. Higher 
elevation loudspeakers are shown in green, and lower 
elevation ones are shown in blue. The loudspeaker 
marked with a star represents the front loudspeaker. 

 

Figure 1. B-format matrixing for multichannel playback 

 

3.3.2. Binaural 
Binaural renderings of the data were also created to 
facilitate the flexibility and portability of the project. 
The conversion was done via convolution between a 
multichannel rendering of the B-format data and Head-
Related Impulse Responses (HRIRs) that correspond to 
those locations. HRIRs were collected using the 
Neumann KU100 dummy head binaural microphone, 
for the locations of the speakers in the Spatial Audio 
Research Laboratory. Each channel of the audio was 
convolved with the binaural impulse responses 
corresponding to its loudspeaker. The 16 resulting 
stereo signals were summed to produce a single audio 
file, representing the virtual playback of the 16-channel 
audio through stereo headphones. These binaural files 
were used in the web interface of I Hear NY3D to 
provide the listener with an immersive audio experience 
through headphones. 

 

Figure 2. NYU Spatial Audio Research Laboratory 

3.4. Audio Normalization and Level 
Adjustments  

The multichannel environment reproduction was 
calibrated to match the averaged A-weighted level 
(LAeq) for each recording. This was done by measuring 
A-weighted levels in the center of each multichannel 
playback installation for a ‘representative’ part of each 
location’s excerpt, defined as a section of approximately 
10 s in length whose overall amplitude is similar to that 
of the entire excerpt, free from extreme outliers in 
pressure variation. Over a representative sample, the 
level of the Ambisonic channels was adjusted to match 
the long-term A-weighted Leq for that location within 
+/- 2 dB. For future reproductions we are also 
considering other forms of calibration that will match 
the absolute peak of each recording rather than the 
overall averaged level. This method was found to 
achieve good perceptual resolution without the addition 
of adaptive coding algorithms for the Ambisonic data. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The process of making long on-site recordings and noise 
measurements afforded some knowledge of the types 
and qualities of sounds available to use for making 
representative clips of each area. In addition, it was 
noticed during some of the field recordings that the 
highest Z-weighted and A-weighted levels did not 
always correspond to the same acoustic events. For 
instance, at street level the highest A-weighted levels 
(and the greatest subjective loudness) were achieved by 
the frequent honking of car horns near the recording 
apparatus. These frequently achieved levels over 100 
dBA at a distance of several meters from the car 
honking. However, the highest Z-weighted levels  
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observed (near 110 dBZ) came from low-frequency 
engine noise of large trucks idling at the intersection, 
although subjectively this did not seem nearly as loud to 
the recording team as the higher frequency car horns. It 
is possible that these low frequencies were additionally 
amplified by resonance effects of the parallel exterior 
walls of buildings on opposite sides of the street, which 
were approximately 50 ft apart, corresponding roughly 
to the wavelength of the lower limit of human hearing. 
New York City’s noise code is based on A-weighted 
levels to correlate better with human perception, while 
sometimes using C-weighted levels in regard to 
commercial establishments that create loud bass 
frequencies [13]. Our experience suggests that Z-
weighted SPLs should also be considered for very low 
frequency sound, which could contribute to hearing loss 
without being perceptibly as loud as other more salient 
noise sources. 
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